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➢  Our work: toward a shell / bubble-
geometry Bose-Einstein condensate 

➢  vortex behavior on curved surface 
➢  3D/2D crossover effects (BKT?)  
➢  dilute-gas limits 

Open questions

“BEC on the surface of a sphere”
‘typical’ ultracold 
gas / BEC 

‘thick shell’  

‘thin shell’  

n(r) � U(r), kbT,N

➢  ‘inflation’ dynamics 

➢  collective modes 

➢  self-interference behavior

➢  rf dressing physics 

➢  adiabatic cooling

Physics playground
‘Engineering’
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Also as: Zobay, O. & Garraway, B. M. Two-
dimensional atom trapping in field-induced 
adiabatic potentials. PRL 86, 1195 (2001).

➢  But: tricky to do in the 
presence of gravity.  

gravity

n(r) � U(r) +mgz, kbT,N

original idea:

(‘contact lens’ trap, observed, and still potentially useful)
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➢ Cancel gravity with external means 

➢ DC magnetic (Zeeman gradients): not possible given that 
shell construction inherently relies on superpositions of spin 
states with different magnetic moments 

➢ AC Electric (Stark gradients): theoretically doable, but very 
tricky: levitation laser power, uniformity, stability reqs HIGH 

➢  AC magnetic (Rabi gradients): intriguing possibilities!  
 
 

How to operate without mgz constraints? 

➢ Drop (and catch) your cold-atom machine 

➢ drop-tower (Bremen)

Van Zoest, T. et al. Bose-Einstein Condensation in 
Microgravity. Science 328, 1540–1543 (2010).
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➢NASA CAL: remotely operated BEC machine in 
(extended, orbital) microgravity (delivered to ISS 
May 2018)   

➢ A multi-user remote facility for the study of ultracold gases

➢ ISS has been in LEO for > 15 years 

➢ Orbiting every 90 min, (8 km per sec) 

➢ Equipped with 8 EXPRESS racks  
(EXpedite the PRocessing of Experiments 
to the Space Station)

➢  Possibility of very weak traps and very low temperatures 

➢   Very long time-of-flight expansion / free interrogation time 

➢    Elimination of trap-potential tilt mRbg = kB 100 nK/µm 

➢   Remote operation permits ‘user facility’ data approach 

➢  More, considering upgrades!  

What does the CAL facility offer Earth’s 
experimenters as a user facility?

https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/astronaut-christina-koch-works-on-the-cold-atom-lab
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How to operate without mgz constraints? 

➢ Drop (and catch) your trapped-BEC machine 

Van Zoest, T. et al. Bose-Einstein Condensation in 
Microgravity. Science 328, 1540–1543 (2010).

➢  “vomit comet” ballistic aircraft approach

➢ machine throw-and-catch
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How to operate without mgz constraints? 

➢ Launch your trapped-BEC machine in a sounding rocket 

Becker, D. et al. Space-borne Bose–Einstein condensation for 
precision interferometry. Nature 562, 391–395 (2018).

➢ Put your BEC machine 
in perpetual freefall.  

➢ How?  

➢ Ask NASA & JPL!   

Lachmann, M.D., Ahlers, H., Becker, D. et al. Ultracold atom 
interferometry in space. Nat Commun 12, 1317 (2021). 

or: 
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➢  Our work: toward a shell / bubble-geometry 
Bose-Einstein condensate 

➢  CAL / ISS facility-user collaboration 
➢  ~5 user groups overall currently 

➢How to actually make 
a shell potential (and 
use it in microgravity?) 

➢  An old friend used in a 
new(ish) way: rf coupling 
of Zeeman-split spin states!  

Lundblad, N. et al. Shell potentials for microgravity Bose–Einstein condensates. npj Microgravity 5, 1–6 (2019).

2013: “if CAL existed, what could you do with it?”

2018: launch and establishment of operation
2019-20: “SM2” first data campaign
2021-22: “SM3” second data campaign

2015: Science Concept Review (SCR)
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V(x) 
“up”

coupling 
field Ω

 
“bare” potentials “dressed” potentials

gap ~ Ω 
(coupling)

➢ Lower adiabatic potential familiar from 
evaporative cooling 

➢  Typical intuition : spatially-dependent 
superposition of bare-basis spins 

➢  “an rf rapid passage whose 
completeness depends where you are” 

➢  Assumes strong enough coupling to avoid 
Landau-Zener nonadiabaticity 

➢  Upper potential useful for new trap structures 

V+(x)

V-(x)V(x) 
“down”
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Colombe….Perrin, Europhys. Lett. 67 593 (2004)

➢ mRbg = kB 100 nK/µm tilt: 
depending on radius, BEC won’t 
be shell, but “bowl”

Perrin group (Paris)

White….DeMarco, PRA 74 023616 (2006)

Why microgravity?

Bentine….Foot, J. Phys. B 50 094002 (2017)

Harte….Foot, PRA 97 013616 (2018)

Demarco group (UIUC) 

Foot group (Oxford)

10

von Klitzing group (Crete) 

Campbell (JQI) 
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1)  make a BEC

2) get to preferred starting geometry 

atom chip surface

ISS/Cold Atom Lab ‘shirtsleeve’ room-temperature environment

atom chip electromagnet traces

(1000, 1000, 200) Hz

(100, 100, 30) Hz

150 µm

700 µm

Vary chip currents and bias B

Can we move and decompress 
without exciting the system 
significantly?

(non-spherical aspect ratio + tightness is a 
challenge of the atom-chip geometry)
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101(3) Hz; 130 um amplitude 108(6) Hz; 41 um amplitude

100(1) Hz; 13 um amplitude
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Extrapolated motion given 16 ms TOF from a ~100 Hz trap:  

(But some heating too)�zpp . 1 µm
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‘Sloshing’ in expanded trap (starting point of shell studies)
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dressing/inflation process

rf power

time

rf frequency resonance

approach

inflation

0 ms 200 ms

trap currents

short TOF; absorption imaging

time

time

realistic dressing / inflation process

rf frequency resonance

approach

inflation

0 ms
time

Δf

1) need Δf to be << Rabi to not miss resonance (like rapid passage) 

2) avoid heating: small Δf, large Tdress   (open questions!)

Tdress

3) need to start many Rabi below resonance
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900 µm 

Inflate large bubbles to  
build intuition (2019-20)  

+100 kHz;      rf knife  + 300 kHz 900 µm +100 kHz;         avg of 4 images

COLD (< 100 nK initial) HOT (~ 500 nK initial)

Q: How can we interpret these structures? A: Look to our model for guidance as to size, 
shape, temperature, potential BEC fraction 

kbT/mg ∼ 1 − 5 μm

100 µm 

(impossible on earth) 

(Small bubbles blurred 
by imaging resolution) 
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Biot-Savart

dressing physics

chip layout currents & fields

Zeeman shifts

Schroedinger ground state
thermal density  

distribution

aspect ratio, anharmonicity

bias B inhomogeneity 

coupling rf inhomogeneity

dressed potentials
90 nK 

450 nK

20 nK 

160 nK

initial T bubble T (calc)

initial T bubble T (calc)

blur 1

blur 2

blur 1

blur 2

sim column densitydata column density

!"Realistic model of the CAL absorption 
imaging system for ~0.5 mm scale clouds is 
crucial to understanding these images in detail  

FOCUS ON THESE LARGE STRUCTURES  
DESPITE INHOMOGENEITY

partially condensed

Gross-Pitaevskii ground state

Thomas-Fermi ground state
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Biot-Savart

dressing physics

chip layout currents & fields

Zeeman shifts

Schroedinger ground state

thermal density  
distribution

aspect ratio, anharmonicity

bias B inhomogeneity 

coupling rf inhomogeneity

dressed potentials
90 nK 

450 nK

20 nK 

160 nK

initial T bubble T (calc)

initial T bubble T (calc)

blur 1

blur 2

blur 1

blur 2

data column density

!"Realistic model of the CAL absorption 
imaging system for ~0.5 mm scale clouds is 
crucial to understanding these images in detail  

FOCUS ON THESE LARGE STRUCTURES  
DESPITE INHOMOGENEITY

partially condensed

Gross-Pitaevskii ground state

Thomas-Fermi ground state

TAKE SLICES IN MODEL TO CONFIRM ‘SHELLNESS’

model column density
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Low atom number, pushing limits…
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Thermodynamics of shell potentials

adiabatic* trap deformation

Initial entropy S0, T, Tc, PSD, N0/N

Final entropy S0, T, Tc, PSD, N0/N

squeezing into shell 
surface, but  spreading 
out over surface as well

18

collab: Vishveshwara group : Brendan Rhyno (UIUC)
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➢  Net effect during inflation: T drops, but Tc drops faster! 
➢ LOSS of PSD despite nominal adiabaticity 

➢ others: GAINS of PSD with 
adiabatic deformation 

collab: Vishveshara group; PhD student Brendan Rhyno (UIUC)
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Thermodynamics of shell potentials (PRA 104, 063310 2021) 

T

Tc

Calculations of shell thermodynamics

(Numeric) entropy at Tc, N = 40,000

gas driven normal

Partial BEC T/Tc ~.9

collab: Vishveshara group (UIUC) : Brendan Rhyno et al.
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Thermometry: snap off rf & chip trap; expand into TOF; measure temperature from expansion history 

Partial BEC T/Tc ~.9

• Nonadiabaticity?     
• Bad thermometry at large detunings? 

•  …Why not both? 
2 ms 16 ms 32 ms 48 ms

(no clear BEC)

Time-of-flight (TOF) expansion of “+100” kHz shell, 100 nK starting temp, 60(20) nK final 

model potentials + isentropic expansion 

collab: Vishveshwara group : Brendan Rhyno (UIUC)
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➢ 2D-3D crossover (thick/thin shell) signs?
➢ Vortex dynamics on curved surface and on unbounded 
simply-connected surface (possibly more interesting on 
ellipsoidal shell- nonconstant curvature)

➢ The future: bigger ideas, things to explore given 
successful initial work…   and maybe on BECCAL too?

➢microwave dressing (Sussex collab); secondary 
cooling?   spectroscopy?   microwave shells?   

➢ What’s next with ‘SM3’ upgrade (2021-onward)? 

➢ good model / intuition for observed patterns

➢ better condensate fraction

➢ expected better inhom. (new rf loop, new chip)

➢ Structures distinctly unlike terrestrial equivalents

➢ figure out shell adiabaticity & track down 
condensation signature

growing theory base

where we’re at: arXiv:2108.05880, Observation of ultracold 
atomic bubbles in orbital microgravity (in press, Nature) 

➢ Bragg spectroscopy???

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.05880
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.05880
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Courtney Lannert 

➢  Joe Murphree (postdoc, soon to be ColdQuanta)                                NOW HIRING! 
➢  Ryan Carollo (former postdoc, now Senior Physicist at SwitchgearHP) 
➢  Tom Jarvis (former postdoc, now faculty @ EKU) 
  
➢ Michal Cwik ’20 (now Physical Sciences Inc.)  
➢ Max Gold ’19 (now UIUC Physics) 
➢ Xiaole (Alex) Jiang ’21 (now CUNY Physics)     

(and many other summer/thesis students)

David Aveline 

CAL Science Module Lead 

CAL Co-Investigator

$$$ acknowledgment: NASA CAL via JPL RSA 
(NASA Fundamental Physics, was in HEOMD/SLPS — now in SMD/BPS 

Smitha Vishveshwara

➢ Karmela Padavic (grad student)  
➢ Brendan Rhyno (grad student) 

Robert J. Thompson (Project Scientist) 
Kamal Oudrhiri (Project Manager) 
Ethan Elliott, Jim Kohel, Jason Williams, many 
others on CAL project team 

BECCAL project (launching ~2024)
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